
MULTISTATE QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
GUARANTEE OPTIMISED DISTRIBUTION QUOTAS

Distribution quotas for delivering unaddressed leaflets, customer papers or flyers between 0% and 30%
are more frequent than you think. We often experience that advertising materials are not delivered into
the letter boxes of the households, but rather into a nearby paper bank. Further, some distributors collect
leaflets from different days in order to distribute them all together as a package a couple of days later.

Hence, it might happen that your promotion for a store opening on Saturday might not reach the target group
in time, because the leaflets are distributed on Sunday together with bunch of other flyers. Especially in
Eastern European markets, where up-to-date household statistics are rare, one tends to rely on address and
household numbers from the distributing agencies. If you take a closer look, some streets or living complex
turns out to exist only in the phantasy of the distributor, in order to push the flyer circulation.

DISTRIBUTION QUALITY
MEASUREMENT

Optimising household advertising

The systematic conduction of distribution controls and evaluation
of area-based delivery quotas for non-addressed household
advertising is one of IWD´s core competencies since many years.
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Ø COST CUTTING

34%
ANALYSES & STUDIES

1.500

The procedure − which was developed by IWD −
is based on crucial methodical elements:

• Area sample based on random route

• Systematic choice of houses and the respective households in the distribution area

• Personal interviews in the households (front door interviews)

• Visual contact with the advertising medium to be checked

• Audit safety by deployment of various quality management systems for checking

• Phone interviews of the interviewed persons to check the veracity and accuracy

MORE THAN 1.500 ANALYSIS AND STUDIES
STAND FOR AN EXPERT STATUS


